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Paris COP21 Meetings
•

•
•

•

•

161 Intended Nationally
Determined Contributions
(INDCs)
INDCs cover 98.7% of all global
emissions
If implemented, will lead to a 9 %
reduction in 2030 per capita
emissions relative to 1990
But global emissions will still be
37-52 percent higher in 2030 than
in 1990
Many of the INDCs are
conditional

Source: http://cait.wri.org/indc/

World Bank Initiative
•

•

•
•

•

World Bank hosts the Partnership for
Market Readiness to provide technical
support and ﬁnance to countries
2016 released ”Emissions Trading in
Practice: A Handbook on Design and
Implementation”
In 2016 commissioned “The Carbon Tax
Guidebook”
Consortium of Climate Focus, Indiana
University School of Public and
Environmental Aﬀairs, and Gnarly Tree
Sustainability Institute
Publication set for early 2017

PMR report on emissions trading released in March 2016

Primary Decisions in Carbon Tax
•
•
•
•
•
•

Which fossil fuels will be taxed?
Will other sources of greenhouse gases be taxed?
In which sectors will they be taxed?
How high will the tax be?
Where in the supply chain will the tax on carbon emissions from fossil fuels be levied?
How should the revenue be used?

Message #1: There are relatively clear answers to these questions.

The “Ideal” Carbon Tax
• Which fossil fuels will be taxed?
- Tax the carbon emissions from all fossil fuels – coal, petroleum and natural gas
• Will other sources of greenhouse gases be taxed?
- Yes, because non-fossil fuel sources make up ~24% of global emissions
• In which sectors will they be taxed?
- The tax should be applied as broadly as possible to minimize the cost of any given level of
abatement
• How high will the tax be?
- Set at the “social cost of carbon”
- The tax should be set at the same price per ton across all sources
- Alternatively, at a level that will lead to the target emissions reduction level
• Where in the supply chain will the tax on carbon emissions from fossil fuels be levied?
- To minimize administrative costs, target all the way upstream – coal mines, oil reﬁneries,
NG processing plants and ports
• How should the revenue be used?
- Return it to the treasury’s general fund for use to reduce distortionary tax or debt

What have Governments Actually Done?
•

We are studying 18 governments that have established explicit carbon taxes
Australia
British Columbia
Catalonia
Chile
Denmark
Finland
France
Iceland
India

Ireland
Japan
Mexico
Norway
Portugal
South Africa
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Message #2: Many governments have already implemented carbon taxes and we can
learn from them.

Abbreviated Summary of Experience to Date

British Columbia: exempts
fuel in agriculture

Chile: earmarks the tax for
education

Abbreviated Summary of Experience to Date

Mexico: Only taxes coal
and oil

Japan: sets tax at only
$3/ton

Abbreviated Summary of Experience to Date

Norway: has
diﬀerent tax
levels for
diﬀerent
sources

South Africa: only country
that taxes non-fuel GHG’s

Sweden: partially exempts
industry

Switzerland: uses funds to
fund health insurance and
promote technology

Why the Deviation from the Theoretical “Ideal”
•
•
•

Pre-existing or future programs, standards, or regulations
Countries are not primarily motivated by cost-eﬀective reductions in GHG emissions
Politics (power)

Message #3: Countries are very naughty and do not listen to their economists.
Message #3: There are many forces that shape the design of carbon taxes. These
need to be recognized and addressed at the outset.

Context Speciﬁc Design Decisions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Should the tax level be constant or change over time?
Should there be a mechanism for adjusting the tax level in response to economic
and political developments?
Should oﬀsets be included? If so how should they be designed?
Should the design include border adjustments to protect domestic industries?
Which government unit should administer the tax (e.g., tax authority or
environmental authority)?
How should the program be designed to minimize corruption and tax evasion?
Which complementary policies (e.g., regulations, information campaigns,
technical support, research and development) should be adopted, if any?
Are there legal constraints on the design of the carbon tax?

Message #4: Design of a carbon tax is highly context-speciﬁc. Understand
your political, economic, legal environment before starting.

Questions Government Policy Analysts are Asking
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Should we use taxes or marketable allowances?
What other policy instruments should we use (also/instead)?
Can we eventually transition to a marketable allowance program?
Can carbon taxes survive politically?
How much revenue will we raise?
How long will the revenue stream continue?
How will carbon taxes contribute to economic development?
How do we protect low-income households?
How do we protect our energy intensive exporting industries?
How do we monitor emissions of fossil fuel CO2 and non-fossil GHG?

And what they are not asking?
•
•

How do we hit an emissions reduction target?
Is this an eﬃcient way for the government/world to reduce emissions?

If it looks diﬃcult…take heart

“Policy is very easy.”
-- Donald Trump
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